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calendar did not observe the New Year exactly on January 1. Caesar 
and Sosigenes failed to calculate the correct value for the solar year 
as 365.242199 days, not 365.25 days. Thus, an 11-minute-a-year error 
added seven days by the year 1000, and 10 days by the mid-15th century.

In the 1570s Pope Gregory XIII commissioned Jesuit astronomer, 
Christopher Clavius, to come up with a new calendar. In 1582, the 
Gregorian calendar was implemented, omitting 10 days for that year 
and establishing the new rule that only one of every four centennial 
years should be a leap year. Since then, people around the world have 
gathered on January 1 to celebrate the precise arrival of the New Year.
(Adapted from www.history.com)
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Back in 45 B.C. January 1 was first celebrated as New Year’s Day. 
This is when the Julian calendar took effect.

It was Julius Caesar who decided that the Roman calendar needed 
reform. The Roman Calendar (in effect from the seventh century B.C.) 
tried to follow the lunar cycle but often was out of phase with the 
seasons and had to be corrected. Also, the Roman body which oversaw 
the calendar abused its authority and added days to extend political 
terms or interfere with elections.

Sosigenes, an Alexandrian astronomer, helped Caesar and advised 
him to do away with the lunar cycle entirely and follow the solar year, 
like the Egyptians. The year was calculated to be 365 and 1/4 days. 
Thus, Caesar added 67 days to 45 B.C., making 46 B.C. begin on 
January 1, rather than in March. He also decreed that every four years a 
day be added to February, thus theoretically keeping his calendar from 
falling out of step. He changed the name of the month Quintilis to Julius 
(July) after himself. Later, the month of Sextilis was renamed Augustus 
(August) after his successor.

Celebration of New Year’s Day in January fell out of practice during 
the Middle Ages, and even those who strictly adhered to the Julian 

Summer is coming… find this palm tree hidden somewhere 
in VISTAS! 

New Year Traditions of Other Countries
South Africa: Here they have eye-popping firework displays and all-
night parties! Also, in Cape Town, people hold a special carnival. Groups 
sing and dance while wearing brightly coloured clothes and face paint. 
And different neighbourhoods in the city have their own unique clothes 
and colours.
Denmark: Who knew that smashed dishes on your front porch were 
a good thing? Well, the people of Denmark! Seeing a pile of broken 
dishes isn’t something to worry about, it’s usually left by a friend or 
family member and is actually a sign of good luck. Whew! People keep 
their broken dishes throughout the year for this special occasion.
Portugal: This popular tradition involves eating 12 grapes (one for 
each month) as the clock strikes midnight on New Year’s Eve. But you 
have to try to finish them all before the final stroke rings out. Can’t stay 
up that late? Not to worry, Portuguese children get to visit houses and 
collect treats, including sweets, on New Year’s Day. 
Japan: The Japanese celebrate with 
a three-day festival! It’s full of fun 
games, mountains of food and family 
visits. And one special New Year 
tradition is to place a decoration 
called kadomatsu outside your home 
(usually two, one either side of the 
entrance). A kadomatsu is made of 
pine branches, bamboo, and plum 
twigs. It symbolizes good luck and is 
believed to help welcome good spirits into your home.
Greece: You may need tough teeth if you’re eating cake here on New 
Year’s Day. In Greece, January 1 is also the Festival of Saint Basil. One 
of their traditions is to make a cake called St. Basil’s Cake. The secret 
ingredient is a gold or silver coin. Whoever gets the slice of cake with 
the coin can expect to have a year full of good luck.
(Adapted from www.cbc.ca)

Kadomatsu in Katori-City, Japan
Photo Credit: katorisi, katori-city, japan 
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VISTAS Needs Volunteer Carriers

Please note: Opinions and information published in VISTAS through 
letters we receive, community and association news or individual columns, 
do not necessarily reflect the opinion of this newspaper.  We reserve the 
right to edit all submissions.

VISTAS Vision

The VISTAS community newspaper is in its fourth decade of pro-
duction. We aim to provide interesting articles about your friends, 

neighbours, activities available in the community, and items of con-
cern to the Alta Vista area. We encourage involvement and discussion 
from our readers and look forward to reading your emails, letters and 
submitted articles. Your VISTAS team will do its utmost to continue 
to provide a quality newspaper which will be an enjoyable read for 
your home. 

Anoka, 34 papers
Bloor, Penhill, Crestwood, 56 papers
Chomley, 40 papers
Edge Hill, 58 papers
Florida, Atwater, 40 papers

Grasmere, 39 papers
Heron Road (Alta Vista to Greenbelt), 13 
papers
Lorraine & Palm, 50 papers
Portland, 24 papers

Please Recycle!

If you obey all the rules, you 
miss all the fun. 

Katharine Hepburn

Oh my goodness! There’s a disaster in 
the making…we haven’t found a new 

Editor yet. This could be a problem. I’m 
waiting for the emails to roll on in. There 
must be someone out there who used to use 
their gifts in the creative writing, editing 
capacity. Someone who is happy to work 
with others - who enjoys crafting articles 
into a readable newspaper form. Where is 
that person? Alta Vista / Canterbury is full 
of these people.  Perhaps they’re out dog 
walking and haven’t read our ad; our plight 
has not yet been acknowledged. 
Well, it’s time to wake up. Feed the dog and read VISTAS. Is there a 
little voice in your head saying “What a fun job! I think that’s the job I 
need to volunteer for!!! It’s made for me!” Well, in case you don’t know, 
there is a team of players behind the editor - hundreds who take up the 
call to help (every year) . The Editor has a team that he/she can depend 
on to pave the way from beginning to end.
The current Co-Editor, Chris Inrig, received a phone call way back in 
2014 asking if she’d be interested in helping Marcia Gosse to put out 
the monthly community newspaper, VISTAS. After shaking her head at 
this new request, remembering it was Marcia asking - (and you didn’t 
say no to Marcia), she thought about it - maybe even prayed about it, 
and agreed to be part of a new trip to “VISTAS, the final frontier”.  With 
only experience in administration over the years, she had a collection 
of gifts she could bring to the job. Not knowing where you are going is 
most of the fun of the journey.
Okay - so there’s someone out there as gullible as we were…er, I mean 
as adventurous as we were. Someone who will take up the challenge, 
work with a wonderful team to produce a great community newspaper. 
2019 is here;  perhaps you want to be more involved in your community 
– perhaps you want to add something new to your resumé – well, we’re 
looking for just that special person.
Could it be you?

Stop the Presses!!!

Editorial Musings

mailto:info@vistas-news.ca
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Heroes of Heron Emergency Food Centre 
(HEFC)

By Lynn Sherwood

When I received a request to represent HEFC at Santa’s Breakfast 
on Saturday, December 8 at 7:30 a.m., I was mildly horrified. I 

thought “Who in the world goes out to a community breakfast that early 
on a Saturday morning?” Demonstrating, as I felt, a strong commitment 
to my cause, I got there by 8 a.m. only to discover that the Community 
Centre parking lot was full and the Community Centre was packed 
to the rafters with families with young children. They had turned out 
to celebrate the Christmas season with a free pancake breakfast, craft 
rooms, and a visit with Santa, provided by Urbandale Developments, 
Canterbury Community Centre and Councillor, Jean Cloutier. At that 
point I realized that I had totally forgotten the average preschooler’s 
enthusiasm for sunrise, as well as parental desperation to get them 
out of the house. Our Heroes this month are the families of Alta Vista 
preschoolers.

Santa’s Breakfast turned out to be an entirely positive experience. 
Patient parents and wide-eyed children, many dressed in their special 
Christmas outfits, proceeded from the long line to visit Santa to the 
free breakfast, catered by Sam Karkache of Beneci Pizzeria on Lorry 
Greenberg Drive. Sam told me that he used to be manager at Lorenzo’s, 
next to the Canterbury Community Centre, and that he had been there 
since 4 a.m. preparing 6oo meals of pancakes and sausages. Following 
the breakfast, children were able to make crafts in a third area, sponsored 
by the Canterbury Community Centre. While Councillor Cloutier 
greeted everyone at the door, Linda Searle, Program Administrator at 
the Canterbury Community Centre, rotated from room to room and 
ensured that the whole event proceeded in a seamless fashion. This is 
the 18th year for this very well-organized event.

My table was situated near the entrance to the festivities, and most 
families left a donation, either of non-perishable food or cash. By the 
end of the morning we had two large boxes overflowing with provisions, 
as well as $241.75 in cash, to help provide nourishing food to those in 
need in our community. Linda told me that some of their other programs 
at the Community Centre, such as their talent show and after-school 
programs, also sponsor food drives for HEFC. Linda is a well-known 
face at HEFC as she is there frequently to drop off donations.

Community events such as this are a great way of helping us understand 
and appreciate the connection we have to each other. It was a good thing 
to see young children entrusted with giving their donations to the Heron 
Emergency Food Centre, learning to give back to the community that is 
giving them so much goodwill and support as they grow up.

The holiday season is an especially demanding time at HEFC and we 
very much need and appreciate the support of our community during 

this period. Your support has enabled us to supply nourishing food to, 
on an average 1,800 individuals every month, as well as a few extras for 
the holiday season, all donated – fruitcake, tea bags, real butter, fresh 
vegetables and fruits, and of course, turkeys. We thank you for your 
goodwill and for the support you are demonstrating for those among us 
who are experiencing challenges making ends meet.

Recent news reports are predicting that the average cost of food for a 
family of four will increase by $400 during the next year in consequence 
of the environmental impact of climate change. Additionally, the cost of 
housing in Ottawa continues to increase year over year. There is no 
doubt that the systemic causes of food insecurity are not going to be 
alleviated any time in the near future. Your continued support is one 
way of demonstrating your personal commitment to addressing these 
issues, and your concern for those of us who are being left behind in 
our increasingly competitive times. We thank you for your continued 
support as we enter 2019.

Members of the Board of HEFC are happy to attend your event or 
fundraiser – even early on a Saturday morning – to talk about the service 
we, all together, provide for our community. Call us at 613 737-9090 or 
e-mail us at hefc-info@rogers.com for more information.

Heron Emergency Food Centre is located at 1480 Heron Road and is 
open four days a week to provide emergency food to people in need in 
Ottawa South. Check out our Facebook page: Heron Emergency Food 
Centre (@hefcottawa). 
January Wish List

We welcome cash and food donations including tuna, canned 
vegetables, canned tomato sauce, canned soup, chick peas, kidney 
beans, cereal, baby formula, and snacks for children.

Santa’s Breakfast

Dear Editor:
In the third and final part of his public safety policy released on 

Monday, December 3, Mr. Scheer is promising more money for police 
to combat gun and gang violence. The spate of gun violence in some 
of our cities will lead many, with Mr. Scheer, to stigmatize our cities as 
unsafe. Let’s set the record straight!

Anyone can walk the downtown streets of our cities without concern 
or fear for their wellbeing and safety. Gun violence aside, our cities are 
safe, always have been and will be long into the future. It is incumbent on 
individuals and organizations with important interests and constituencies 
to dispel through public awareness and education the myth – fuelled by 
political expediency, emotion and media hype – the idea that our cities 
are becoming more dangerous places to live. Growing fears just do not 
match the facts. Playing the fear card is simply opportunistic and flies in 
the face of reality and honesty! 

But unfortunately the fear of crime has far greater potential to destroy 
neighborhoods than crime itself! Those residents who are afraid to walk 
on city streets are “prisoners” in the truest sense of the word. And they 
will end up creating the very thing they fear – abandoned, dangerous 
streets. This must never be allowed to happen.

Mayors, police chiefs and other community leaders must present and 
interpret the facts as they are; namely, that residents who live in all parts 
of our cities live in very safe and civilized communities. The record 
speaks for itself!
Emile Therien, Public Health & Safety Advocate, Ottawa.

Subject:

Letter to the Editor

Conservative Leader, Andrew Scheer, has vowed 
more funds  for police, gun checks.
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VISTAS’ Delivery Schedule

Gentle Reminder
We appreciate our volunteers, and as such, would like to remind you, 

the reader, that it is important to keep the way safe and clear, so that your 
copy of VISTAS can be delivered to your home each month. Winter is 
coming, and with it, come the perils of ice and snow. We appreciate our 
readers doing what they can! Thank you.

Thank you to our distributors for contributing to our community in 
this way. Your help makes VISTAS possible.

Time for a Giggle
What is a cow’s favourite holiday?
Moo Year’s Day
What happens when you cross a sheep with a cow?
You get a sheep in a baaaaaaad mooooood!
What goes “oooooo” “oooooo” “oooooo”?
A cow with no lips.
Why did the cucumber call 911?
He was in a pickle.
What kind of music is scary for balloons?
Pop music!
Where do horses live?
In neighbourhoods.
What happened after the cat ate a ball of yarn?
She had mittens

2019 VISTAS Delivery Date
February Issue January 25, 2019
March Issue February 22, 2019

Distributors
Bruce Burgess Jim Doherty John Frankland Lynne Peterman 

613-738-6450 613-523-2487 613-523-5572 613-731-9108
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Distribution of VISTAS

Elmvale Site Plan Control
Submitted by Sean Moore MCIP, RPP Planner III Development Review 

(South Services), 
Planning, Infrastructure and Economic Development, City of Ottawa
Information for the Alta Vista Community:
 This is a heads-up that the City has received a Site Plan Control 

application (File No. D07-12-18-0173) for Phase 1 of the redevelopment 
of the Elmvale Acres Shopping Centre.  The applicant is proposing a 
9-storey building with 168 residential units located on the second to 
ninth floors.  Ground floor retail space will be located on the first floor, 
comprising approximately 1,117 square metres.

 A holding symbol remains on the zoning until such time as a Site 
Plan is approved with the privately owned public space designed to the 
City’s satisfaction.

[For further information: https://app01.ottawa.ca/postingplans/ 
Type in Alta Vista – then File Number: D07-12-18-0173 is at the 

bottom of Page 3.]

Let’s face it, a nice creamy chocolate cake does a lot for a lot of 
people; it does for me.

Audrey Hepburn

44
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Family Matters
The Power of Connections

By Deborah Brooks, B.A. (Registered Psychotherapist)
(Deborah Brooks is a Psychotherapist and counsellor for Serenity Renewal 
for Families, an Alta Vista charity, which hosts support groups and assists 
individuals, children and families affected by addiction and other impactful 
issues. To donate to families needing assistance or for more information, call 
613-523-5143 or visit serenityrenewal.ca.)

In this New Year, rather than resolutions of deprivation, how about 
a goal of more connection with those around you, in your home, 

workplace and community? 
Disconnection and loneliness are a huge problem in our society. Today 

more people are living alone than ever before. The problem has many 
roots, but technology is thought to be a significant contributor. Using 
Facebook, Instagram and other social media platforms can be a poor 
substitute for face to face contact, yet they fool us into thinking we are 
connecting on a meaningful level. Another alarming social trend is that 
when people are together, their faces are often buried in their screens 
rather than engaging with the people right in front of them. 

As humans evolved over time, they lived in packs, finding there was 
safety in numbers. The feeling of loneliness evolved as a painful cue 
to get us to back to the group. Being ostracized by the group would 
often mean death, and a lot of human behaviours evolved to reinforce 
this need for belonging and acceptance. In this same vein, it was also 
common for generations of families to live together, or if not together, 
in close proximity. The expression, “It takes a village to raise a child,” 
means the elders help the younger generations raise children, with 
the young benefitting from the lived experience of their elders and all 
members feeling valued. With the emergence of the nuclear family and 
the prevalence of broken homes through dysfunction and illness, the 
village concept has become foreign. And yet, as humans, we deeply 
need community to thrive. 

To connect, we must be willing to put down our phones or join a group, 
activity or community where we can feel safe and allow ourselves to be 
open and vulnerable. This is easier said than done, but worth the effort 
of exploration.

There is no prescribed way to do this other than following your 
interests and goals. For instance, since the 1940’s, 12 step meetings have 
been such a place for people to connect around common challenges, 
the desire for change and a deep knowing that we cannot accomplish 
things alone. In general, support groups exist to assist whatever you 
may be working on. Religious groups have also long offered a sense of 
community through shared beliefs and values. Community, sports, book 
clubs, meet ups and dog parks can all offer similar experiences. 

Finding like-minded people with similar interests, struggles and goals 
is really important to learn that we are not alone. Working on self-
acceptance and meeting similar people can change your life in a very 
meaningful and profound way.

Volunteer Carriers Needed for 
Vistas Delivery East of Haig 

VISTAS is now without a delivery system east of Haig. Some copies 
of VISTAS are delivered east of Haig to schools, community 

centres, and stores, and VISTAS is actively trying to find volunteer 
Carriers so that it can establish a new delivery system east of Haig. 

VISTAS has commenced the search for a Distribution Manager for 
this area, and for Distributors, Captains and Carriers for the homes east 
of Haig, but does not know how long it might take to assemble these 
volunteers, or when a distribution system might be in place. The area 
described here generally as east of Haig and north of Smyth is actually 
bounded by Haig, Roger Guindon, Coronation, Russell, Sheffield and 
Walkley. Of course, for those not receiving VISTAS, it can be read 
online on its website, vistas-news.ca. 

Please call the Distribution Manager, Ernie McArthur at 613-521-
4658, or email Distribution@vistas-news.ca with your name, address, 
phone number, and the street(s) on which you wish to deliver, if you are 
able to deliver to:

•  the homes on your street or a neighbouring street,
•  or to act as Distribution Manager for this area, 
•  or as a Distributor to take bundles to Captains,
•  or as a Captain to deliver bundles to individual Carriers. 

The streets without Carriers, are as follows:

Adams Crane Goren Raglan
Arch Cross Haig Russell
Audrey Dakota Halifax Samuel
Avenue N Dauphin Halstead Sandra
Avenue P Devon Hamlet Saunderson 

(Halifax to 
Pleasant Park)

Avenue Q Dickens Harding Saunderson 
(Pleasant Park to 
Smyth)

Avenue R Dorval Hastings Saunderson 
(Smyth to 
Halstead)

Avenue S Drew Heaton Shamir
Avenue T Dunelm Howland Shelley
Avenue U Dwellingham Hutton Smyth (Dauphin 

to Russell)
Balharrie Dwight Joliffe Sonata
Bingham Edgecombe Keats Southvale
Blackstone Edmond Magnus St Laurent 

(Walkley to 
Russell)

Botsford Elderfield Martha Susan
Botsford South Ellen Maywood Tawney
Browning Elsett Melford Tupper
Canterbury 
(Kilborn to 
Halifax)

Emslie Monteith Urbandale

Carnegie Erinbrook Naples Valley
Caverley Fairdale Nerta Weston 
Chadburn Fleming Olympia Weyburn
Chapman Foley Orchid Wingate
Chaucer Folkstone Othello
Circle Furby Plesser
Connery Gill Portage
Cornish Glendevon Pullen
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2019: The Year of Nothing New
By Kathryn Norman

Despite the somewhat downbeat title, I’m actually pretty excited 
for the challenge I’ve set myself for 2019. Put simply, I intend to not 
purchase anything new for the whole of 2019. I’m going to kick it off 
by not buying anything in January 2019 (with the exception of refilling 
necessary medications and topping up the gas if I borrow a friend’s 
car). After that I can purchase only consumables (food, toothpaste, etc.), 
and if I need something else it will have to be made, traded, bartered, 
swapped, or as a last resort, purchased second hand.

I’m a sucker for challenges like this, and once did a year of no new 
clothes. Then, as now, I set myself an exception for absolutely necessary 
work clothes. At the time, I was working as a veterinary technician 
and the medical scrubs we wore on the job would sometimes get holes 
and rips, and unfortunately stains from panicked critters who really 
didn’t want their vaccines or other treatments. Now I work variously 
as an Editor, communications manager, public speaker, and a bicycle-
commuting dog walker (yes, even in the winter). Although I think 
I’m prepared for the diverse wardrobe requirements those present, 
it’s possible that I’ve overlooked something critical. I’ve had a lot of 
success getting appropriate gear for cycling in all sorts of weather by 
visiting thrift stores, but if an office job requires something a bit more 
professional I want to have the flexibility to show up in something other 
than leggings or snow pants and several layers of thermal undershirts.

Of course, in the event of a true family or medical emergency, there 
might be unexpected, but entirely necessary, items that can’t easily be 
purchased used (because used medical devices = eww in most cases). 
Other than that, though, it’s all consumables and intangibles (e-books 
or music I can read or listen to on devices I already own, movie nights, 
that sort of thing).

Why would I do this? There are lots of reasons, from saving some 
money in anticipation of a big adventure to (hopefully) improved 
impulse control and reduced stress from not having to navigate busy 
stores and checkout lines as often, but sustainability is at the heart of 
it. Again and again, when I’m researching or pondering various issues 
related to sustainability, the sheer volume of stuff our culture produces, 
consumes, and disposes of comes up as a key part of the problem.

And it’s not just the stuff, it’s the stuff that the stuff comes packaged 
in! I’ve always been a pretty careful composter and recycler, so now I 
notice that most of the garbage I produce is packaging. And really, most 
of that packaging comes from things I didn’t really need to begin with. 
So I’m hoping to cut down on the amount of trash I produce, but also the 
amount of energy that goes into making and shipping all of those things 
I would otherwise buy, the associated pollution from manufacturing, 
and the problem of not being able to repair or recycle many objects 
when they break.

Of course, consumables come in packaging too, so I’m not avoiding 
everything. It is my intention to try to shop more at stores like Nu 
Grocery and Bulk Barn that have reusable container policies, to be 
better about packing lunches and snacks when I’m on the go, and to try 
more cooking and baking to reduce the amount of packaged food I need 
to buy. We’ll see how that goes, and maybe it can be a challenge for 
2020 after I get the hang of it. Will this be difficult? Probably.

Based on previous experience, it will probably be difficult in ways 
that I can’t predict right now. Various attempts to give up chocolate 
have been foiled by things like happy friends proudly presenting me 
with homemade chocolate cake on my birthday, forgetting that some 
granola bars have chocolate chips in them, and the like (Pro Tip: 
when your birthday falls during Lent more often than not, don’t give 
up chocolate for Lent). I have also been known to impulse buy things 
online late at night when I’m half asleep, so I’ll need to find a way to 

avoid that (getting surprise packages in the mail is pretty great though, 
I must admit). Birthday presents for friends and family can theoretically 
be handmade, but I’m not very good at planning ahead for that sort of 
thing, and then end up frantically trying (and failing) to finish knitting 
a sweater, realizing around six hours before I need to give the gift that 
it’s just not going to be finished in six hours. So I’ll need to plan ahead, 
which may be the hardest part of all.

Sometimes living more lightly on the earth takes the form of a simple 
switch you barely notice, but sometimes it takes a more dramatic effort. 
Still, I’m encouraged by something a former office-mate often says: “It 
might be different, but it doesn’t have to be difficult.”

Behaviour changes are daunting before you manage to make them, but 
in reality, things don’t need to be done the same way all the time, and 
there are probably better ways than whatever we happen to be used to. 
I’m hoping that this will be an eye-opening (and frugal) year, and that 
maybe my crazy challenge or the lessons that come out of it can inspire 
someone else to make a sustainable change.

If you persevere long enough, if you do the right things long 
enough, the right things will happen.

Ian Millar
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On December 13, more than 200 eager students and their families 
filled St. Gemma’s gymnasium to participate in the school’s annual 

Christmas Craft Night, organized by its parent council. While the usual 
activities were on offer, such as cookie decorating, colouring pages, 
and a beautiful performance by the school’s glee club, the overarching 
theme of the evening was giving back to the community.

Grant Taylor, a Grade 3 student at St. Gemma, was in attendance to 
sell hot chocolate at the event, and the proceeds will be used to purchase 
Hot Paws hand warmers to distribute to Ottawans in need. His initiative  
was inspired by his participation in WE Day in November, a global 
movement that encourages youth to take action and drive social change.

The St. Gemma Catholic School Council, run by a team of parent 
volunteers, was moved and inspired by Grant’s thoughtfulness and 
jumped into action to help facilitate his project by spreading the word 
and  ensuring that he had the proper equipment. Throughout the school 
year, the School Council works closely with the principal to plan and 
organize fun events for the students, as well as to raise funds for special 
projects, such as the replacement of St. Gemma’s aging playground 
structure.

To prepare for Christmas Craft Night, each classroom was asked to 
bring in a number of toiletry items, which were then assembled at the 
event into “blessing bags” by the children themselves. With a bag in 
hand, each child took one item after another from the available array of 
donated goods, such as a comb, a toothbrush, toothpaste, shampoo, and 
soap.

The blessing bags were collected by Richard LeBlanc from Centre 
507, a local drop-in centre that offers people in the community—often 
suffering from poverty, addiction, mental illness, and loneliness—with a 

Christmas Craft Night at St. Gemma’s

St. Gemma Gives Back to the Community 
at Christmas Craft Night

Submitted by Cecille Soberano

ST. GEMMA CATHOLIC SCHOOL warm meal and equally comforting company and conversation. Richard 
was extremely thankful for the generous donation of 115 bags to the 
centre, which sees about 150 people come through its doors each day.

By the end of the evening, Grant had raised $173, which would allow 
him to buy more Hot Paws than he had originally anticipated. Adding to 
that, the School Council also collected 150 pairs of adult socks, and the 
students coloured 100 paper placemats to donate to Centre 507 for use 
during its Christmas meal service.

Christmas Craft Night at St. Gemma this year was not about receiving 
gifts. It was about giving back to the community, finding compassion and 
kindness, and understanding the lived experiences of others—which all 
align with the Ottawa Catholic School Board’s strategic commitments 
to “Be Community, Be Well, and Be Innovative.”

Get Your Hot chocolate here!

Parents were invented to keep children happy by giving them 
something to ignore.

Ogden Nash

VISTAS, your community newspaper, is looking to restructure its 
Editor position(s). We need a person who is interested in the Alta 
Vista/Canterbury area and is willing to work with others to  continue  
publication of a newspaper which the community will enjoy reading. 
The Editor will be responsible for informing contributors of the 
monthly deadline, receiving ads, listing carriers needed, listing 
existing carriers, reviewing e-mailed articles, handling editorial 
letters, liaising with the community, etc. The Editor will prepare ten 
monthly issues (September to June), and upload each issue to the 
printing company for printing and distribution. These and other duties 
are currently divided between two Co-editors. VISTAS is looking for 
a volunteer Editor who is willing to work as part of a team to redefine 
the division of duties and to take a lead role in the production of 
VISTAS, which is produced using the program InDesign. Knowledge 
of typesetting and the production of newspapers/newsletters would 
be helpful. The ability to work to deadlines is essential. If you are 
interested in serving your community in this way, please e-mail a 
letter of interest to editor@vistas-news.ca. (Previous editions of 
VISTAS can be found online at vistas-news.ca.)

VISTAS Editor Needed
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Submitted by Gilles LeVasseur

Each year approximately 150 young 
students from across Ontario are 

selected to participate in Ontario’s 
Legislative Page Program. Sophie 
LeVasseur was selected to participate in 
a recent Page Program, which ran from 
October 15th to November 1st, 2018. 
This unique educational experience for Ontario students in grades 7 
and 8 provides an opportunity to experience the provincial legislature 
in action and forge new lifelong friendships with peers from all over 
the province. The program is designed for outgoing, high-achieving, 
community-involved students who have demonstrated responsibility 
and leadership. Legislative Pages meet key parliamentary and political 
figures, and learn first-hand about Ontario’s Parliament and the legislative 
process. While at Queen’s Park, they are under the direction of the Page 
Program Coordinator who is a certified Ontario teacher. Pages receive an 
honorarium of $15 per day during their term of duty. For Sophie, being 
a Page is sure to be one of the most exciting and memorable times of 
her life. It does, however, come with a number of responsibilities. Pages 
have to study and prepare for their terms of duty, wear traditional black 
and white uniforms, follow many rules and procedures, and commit to 
the program from Monday to Friday. Students are eligible if they:

• attend school in Ontario
• are currently enrolled in grade 7 or 8
• have a minimum academic average of Level 4 or 80%

Students must demonstrate:
• an involvement in a variety of extra-curricular and community-

based activities
• leadership skills

Ontario Legislative Page Program
Sophie LeVasseur, Page Supreme!

• responsibility, maturity and commitment
• an interest in current affairs
• strong interpersonal and social skills, and an ability to get along 

well with peers and adults.
All applicants go through an anonymous screening process to ensure 

fairness. Pages are selected from across all provincial ridings represented 
at the Legislative Assembly of Ontario. The program receives hundreds 
of applications for each round of selections. There is limited space 
and Page positions are distributed between boys and girls who live 
throughout the 124 ridings represented in the Legislature. Where you live 
does not affect your eligibility. The Page Program is a non-residential 
program. It is up to the Page to find housing within commuting distance 
of Toronto for the duration of their term of duty. Most applicants are 
able to secure accommodation with extended family, friends or through 
other Pages in their group. A typical term of duty lasts between 2 and 4 
weeks, which may be shortened or lengthened if there are changes to the 
Parliamentary Calendar. Pages work in the Legislative Chamber from 
Monday to Thursday and on Fridays there are special activities. Each 
day is different at the Legislature, but here is an example of a day in the 
life of a Page:

8:00 a.m. Arrive to the Page Quarters.
8:15 a.m. Ready for class in uniform.
9:00 a.m. Order! Serve in the House and perform special duties. Some
Pages will have legislative process class.
Lunch
1:00 p.m. Serve in the House and perform special duties as assigned.
Some Pages will have math class.
4:30 p.m. Early dismissal for Pages in math class.
6:00 p.m. Late dismissal for Pages on House duty.
Pages will also have the opportunity to meet with their MPPs and
key Parliamentary Players (i.e. Lieutenant Governor, Speaker, Clerk,
Premier etc.).

In this play with the quirky title “The 
Gravitational Pull of Bernice Trimble”, 

there are no murderers wielding weapons, no 
characters rushing in and out through multiple 
doors, and no one bursting into song every other 
line. There may be those of you reading this 
who say “Thank goodness!” Not a velvet cape 
or feather boa in sight! The play is set in present 
day-it could take place in your own mother’s 
kitchen. 

In this play you will hopefully come face to 
face with yourself as you relate to one of the 
adult siblings, or perhaps to their mother. If we have done our job well, 
you will feel right at home with an occasional family outburst. You may 
fit comfortably somewhere in the sibling birth order scenario. You will 
have ample opportunity to enjoy quick wit and gentle humour – and the 
characters will have to pause while you laugh after many of the lines. 

You will be transported from the present to the past and back again. 
Iris, Bernice’s middle child, tell us, “Sometimes, the only way out is to 
go in. Can’t make things up. Can’t wish. Can’t hope. One must tell it like 
it is. That’s what I’ll do.” Iris is your guide. The play challenges Iris, her 
sister Sarah, and her brother Peter to accept each other’s differences and 
to honour the wishes of loved ones. There will be times when you will 
be feeling a tug at your heart strings. There will be moments of déjà vu. 
You will experience the celebration of a mother’s love for her children, 

and her children’s love for her. This play will take you to where all of us 
could be one day, and it will do so with love and grace. 

Bernice is about to hold the first family meeting without her husband, 
Robert Trimble. Her three adult children are summoned, and she delivers 
some news that “stops the presses”. There is a history of Alzheimer’s 
in the family; so, although not fully unexpected, the news nonetheless 
sends Peter, Iris and Sarah down the rabbit hole, and each sibling has to 
find their own way out. 

Playwright Beth Graham writes“Iris’ voice was the one that told me 
the story. My heart went out to her. That’s the only way I can explain it. 
It’s just how the play emerged. The play isn’t about the decision Bernice 
makes. It’s about family. In a way, it’s a love letter to all the mothers out 
there”.

Well, I hope I have whetted your appetite for an exceptionally well 
written piece of storytelling. The actors are perfectly cast – a director’s 
dream. What a joy it is to be directing this Canadian masterpiece. For 
details, go to www.studiotheatreperth.com.

The Gravitational Pull of Bernice Trimble premieres at the Studio 
Theatre on Thursday, January 17th for seven shows, Jan. 17, 18, 19, 25 
and 26 at 7:30 p.m. and Jan. 20 and 27 at 2 p.m. Advance tickets are $24 
and are available exclusively at Tickets Please in the Matheson House 
Museum Visitor Centre, 11 Gore St. E (613 485-6434; ticketsplease.ca). 
Tickets are $24 at the Studio Theatre box office on show days, available 
1 hour before opening. Attend opening night and save $5! Rush tickets 
for students with ID are just $10 at the door. Come! Enjoy!

Up for a January Trip Out of Town? Come Visit Perth! Gravity is a Good Hugger - It Keeps You Grounded!
Submitted by Jane Stott, Director

Cast of The Gravitational 
Pull of Bernice Trimble 
during rehearsal, from left 
to right, Juli Heney, Annie 
West, Janet Rice and 
Charles Henderson
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Computer Tricks and Tips
By Malcolm and John Harding, of Compu-Home

The Fraudsters Haven’t Left Town

As you have probably noticed in these columns, we find ourselves 
returning repeatedly and depressingly to discussions of the dangers 

and pitfalls of computer and Internet fraud. (If you got as many calls 
from victims and near-victims in a typical week as we do, you would 
probably find yourself focused on the dark side too.)

The crooks nowadays are attacking mainly in three ways: 1) there are 
the telephone calls from the so-called “technicians” at “Microsoft” or 
“Windows” or some other recognizable tech industry name; 2) there are 
sudden pop-up invasions on your computer display with bright flashing 
graphics and audible alarms, and 3) there are incorrect (fraudulent) 
search results in which web pages are cleverly designed to resemble 
the support sites of legitimate businesses. The end result is always the 
same: the state of your computer is worse than anyone imagined, and 
it’s going to take a lot of money to fix it. 

Advice for responding to the phone call is short and simple: Just 
hang up - without a word. Don’t be polite; don’t be angry; don’t be 
mischievous. Any response whatever is going to flag your telephone 

number as a “live one” and will trigger more calls later. A reputable tech 
business is NEVER going to call you to report a problem.

The smart response to the invasive pop-up is almost as simple; shut 
down your computer. If the screen is disabled and you can’t shut down 
by clicking in the usual way, press and hold the power button for a 
minimum of eight seconds. When you restart a minute later it is almost 
certain that the attack will have disappeared, but when your web browser 
asks you if you want to go back to the pages where you were when you 
shut down, the answer is no.

The fraudulent website is just a little trickier. Let’s say that you are 
having a problem with your printer and you want to go to the Hewlett 
Packard site to get advice. If the page is not really Hewlett Packard, there 
will be an early and prominent invitation to call a number. Don’t! Check 
the URL (the web address) of the website and see if it seems logical. If 
you are at all suspicious, COPY the URL and PASTE it into the Google 
Safe Browsing Transparency Report - https://transparencyreport.
google.com/safe-browsing/overview which will disclose if that site has 
a history of problems. 

For thoughts on fraud in tech areas and in a wider context as well, the 
basic information in a booklet from the Competition Bureau of Canada 
called The Little Black Book of Scams has very worthwhile information 
and advice to help us keep the bad guys from the door. You can go to 
http://www.competitionbureau.gc.ca/eic/site/cb-bc.nsf/eng/04333.
html to order a copy or read the PDF right there on the site. Apparently, 
as of this writing, they are temporarily out of the hard copy and so there 
will be a delay if you order one mailed to you. It is 21 pages, so if you’re 
going to download and print it, be sure to set your printer to black-only.

(We wouldn’t tell this to just anybody and so please keep it under 
your hat, but despite the fact that he gives advice to cyber victims and 
potential victims many times every week, John got suckered himself 
last month, which raised some quizzical eyebrows among the rest of 
the Compu-Home team. You can’t over-estimate just how clever and 
innovative these crooks are!) 

It’s our 20th anniversary! Go to compu-home.com/blog for an archive 
of our columns (including this one) and lots more tech-related articles. 
There is a space right after each item for you to make comments and 
suggestions, and ask questions. You can even sign up for automatic 
updates. Have a look at compu-home.com/blog soon or call us at 
613-731-5954 to share your opinions and suggest subjects for future 
columns. Our email address is info@compu-home.com.

Life itself is the most wonderful fairy tale. 
Hans Christian Andersen

Have a Heathy, Happy 

2019
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Bookworm’s Delight
By Judith Evans

(Available from the Ottawa Public Library)

“The Extraordinary Journey of the Fakir Who Got 
Trapped in an Ikea Wardrobe”

By Romain Puertolas
These are the wild adventures of Ajatashatru 

Oghosh Rathod, a fake fakir from India who 
has conned his followers into paying for his 
trip to Paris to buy a bed of nails from Ikea – 
for a special low price.

Things started going wrong for Ajata when 
he left the airport. He told his taxi driver that 
he wanted to go to Ikea. His driver decided 
that since Ajata was wearing a nice suit, he 
had to be rich, so he took him to an Ikea on 
the other side of the city. Unfortunately, the 
only money Ajata had (apart from the money 
for his bed) was a phony 100 euro note printed only on one side and 
attached to Ajata’s wallet by an invisible string. Ajata handed over the 
money and the driver was so thrilled that he didn’t notice that the money 
didn’t make it into his wallet.

Ajata quickly bought his bed of nails. Next, he decided it was time 
for lunch, so he went to the cafeteria where he conned a kind woman, 
named Marie, into buying him lunch. While he and Marie were eating 
together, Ajata found himself liking her more than he could afford to, 
since he was leaving for home the next morning.

Focusing on what was important, he decided to sleep in one of the 
bedroom set-ups in Ikea. It was too bad that a work crew returned to 
the store after it closed. In a panic, Ajata rushed to a nearby wardrobe 
to hide. Unfortunately, it was the wardrobe that the workers had been 
asked to box for shipping to an unknown destination. He tried to open 
the wardrobe door but found it was stuck. Afraid of what would happen 
if he alerted the workers, he decided to keep quiet.

Soon the crate was placed in a truck and the next step of his adventure 
began. During a long stop, he heard people talking nearby. Being hungry 
and stiff, he asked to be let out of his prison. He learned that they were 
six Sudanese migrants hoping to get into England without being caught.

When they were caught, the British border guards decided that since 
the Sudanese men had last been in Spain, they should be returned there. 
Ajata was also sent there because he was with them.

The first person Ajata met in Barcelona, Spain, at the luggage 
carousels was his Parisian taxi driver, who assaulted him with a heavy 
bag. Through a series of accidents, Ajata ends up stowing away on a 
plane bound for Rome, where he had the bad luck to encounter one of 
his former driver’s cousins, who had instructions to make Ajata suffer. 
Ajata escaped this time.

During his flight to Rome, Ajata had written a story to pass the time 
and was able to get it read by a publisher who said he would publish 
the book with some adjustments. Upon agreeing to make the changes, 
Ajata was given a briefcase containing 100,000 euros. More ill fortune 
followed. After leaving the meeting, he once again saw the man who 
was after him.

Gripping his briefcase, he ran from the hotel, heading toward a large 
park where there was a tethered hot air balloon on display. Nearing the 
balloon, Ajata turned to see his pursuer raising his arm to throw a knife 
at him. He leapt into the basket, and just then, the knife cut the tethering 
rope and Ajata was free. He drifted all the way down to the foot of Italy 
and out to the Mediterranean Sea before the balloon ran out of fuel and 
went down. This looked like the end for Ajata who could not swim. But 
with his usual odd luck, a liner returning to its home port of Tripoli in 
Libya stopped to pick him up. After lying to the captain, Ajata only had 
to pay him 15,000 euros for his passage to Tripoli.

Then he called Marie (who had given him her phone number when 
they met in Ikea) and learned that she wanted to see him again. His next 
trip went without a hitch and he rejoined the woman he had fallen in 
love with.

To find out all the other interesting details of Ajatashatru’s adventure, 
you’ll need to borrow the book from the library. You won’t regret 
reading this entertaining book.
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Film Review
By Tony Wohlfarth

Tony Wohlfarth is an Ottawa based freelance film 
writer. He is currently covering the 2018 Venice 

Film Festival on the Lido in Italy. 

On My Skin

Stefano Cucchi was a 34-year old resident of Rome. In 2009, he died 
in police custody. His real-life story is retold in this remarkable film, 

currently screening on Netflix.
Cucchi (performed by Alessandro Borghi, written by Alessio 

Cremonini) lives at home with his parents. Cucchi had a minor criminal 
record. Arrested following a traffic stop, Cucchi is imprisoned for 
possession of hashish with intent to traffic. In prison, Cucchi is beaten 
by a Rome police officer. The film follows his ordeal in prison as he 
navigates the intricacies and the frustrations of the Italian criminal 
justice system, seeking his release.

I screened On My Skin at its world premiere during the 75th Venice 
Film Festival in September. I found it riveting and utterly compelling. 
On My Skin then screened publicly in free screenings in Italy. The film 
reportedly brought audiences to tears. The reason? What happened to 
Cucchi could happen to anyone.

On My Skin won the Best Italian Film Award in Venice, and Alessandro 
Borghi won the Best Actor Award for his performance. It is a very 
disturbing true story, and I strongly recommend seeing it. (Running 
time: one hour and forty minutes)

The Leisure Seeker 
Helen Mirren and Donald 

Sutherland co-star in this delightful 
film about a couple on an incredible 
journey in their 1975 “Leisure 
Seeker” motor home from their 
home in Wellesley, Massachusetts, 
to Key West, Florida.

Why Key West? John Spencer 
(played by Donald Sutherland) has 
a life-long fascination with Ernest 
Hemingway. He and Ella, his wife 
of many years (Helen Mirren), 
have taken many family trips with 
their two children, but have never 
visited Hemingway’s home in Key 
West.

Their epic journey begins 
innocuously. Their son, Will 
(Christian McKay), drops by to 
check on his parents – and discovers they are not home. John and Ella 
are driving south, on US 1 to the Carolinas, Ella’s place of birth. Their 
daughter, Jane (Janel Moloney), tells Will to relax. The journey takes 
them to Colonial Virginia, the heartland of Trump’s America, and on to 
Miami. Every stop involves intimate moments and memories as they 
enjoy their life together on the road.

The Leisure Seeker was directed by Paolo Virzì, a fifty-four-year-old 
Italian director from Tuscany.

Mirren was nominated for a Golden Globe Award in 2018 for her 
outstanding acting performance in The Leisure Seeker. (Running time: 
one hour and fifty-two minutes)

What is on at the National Gallery of Canada?

Paul Klee
A new art exhibition is on display at the National Gallery of Canada 

(NGC), until March 17, 2019. Paul Klee (pronounced Clé or Clay) is 

a Swiss-German artist who died in 1940. Klee was a member of the 
Bauhaus movement whose art was inspired by music, in particular his 
pastime as a violinist. Many of the pieces of art contain musical notes 
and rhythms. The collection (seventy-five pieces in total) is on loan from 
the Metropolitan Museum of Modern Art. The collection was donated to 
the Met by Paul Berggruen, a German-born Jew. Klee was denounced 
under the Nazis, who considered him a degenerate artist. 

Anthropocene

Also on at the NGC until February 24 is an exhibition of the art from 
the film Anthropocene (reviewed in VISTAS, November 2018, p. 15).

Of special interest is a lecture on Art in the Anthropocene, on 
Wednesday, January 23, from 10:30 a.m. to noon. The lecture will 
be given by Associate Curator, Andrea Kunard. The lecture will be 
followed by a guided tour of the exhibition at 13:00. Advance tickets 
are recommended. The cost of the lecture is $8, and the guided tour 
is $12. Admission to the NGC is not included. Further information is 
available on line at https://www.gallery.ca/whats-on/calendar/art-in-
the-anthropocene.
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Our People 
By Courtney Tower

There must have been more to it for Helen Thompson in 1958 than 
that Bas Groeneweg was young, trim, tall, slim at the hips and wide 

at the shoulders, with a handsome head and a quiet smile. Or more to it 
for the Mountie constable than that Helen was equally young, beautiful, 
with wavy hair gracing a petite frame, and that she bore a certain élan 
after living in London and teaching the children of a German princess 
in Bavaria.

“Well, there was this for both of us, that I was the only woman in the 
RCMP’s fraudulent cheques section here in Ottawa at the time and Bas 
was the only single man,” Helen jokes in their retirement apartment.

It was a long and well-loved road to the RCMP headquarters in Ottawa 
for the son of the Prairies and the university-trained dental nurse turned 
civilian financial fraud sleuth  from another small town, Milton, Ontario 
(now a city on Highway 401). Marriage came soon, in 1959. A long 
life followed in the then-new community of other young couples on 
Featherston Drive in Alta Vista, looking out on open fields and forest 
now carpeted with family homes. Haig Drive was then the boundary 
between new community and the country.

A Twice-Told Tale
Part of their story begins in Monarch, Alberta, in November of 1931, 

in what is an oft-told Canadian tale: Bastien Groeneweg is born on an 
Alberta farm outside a little hamlet that has not grown since (present-
day Monarch, up near Lethbridge and an hour’s drive from Montana, 
had 227 people in the 2016 Census). The boy trudges 2 ¼ miles each 
way to and from a one-room country school,  taking a horse and buggy 
only when it was really cold in winter.

When not quite 21 he sees an RCMP ad in the Lethbridge Herald 
looking for recruits, joins up, takes training in Regina and Ottawa, and 
spends five years as a constable in the small-town remoteness of a port 
on the Pacific Ocean, Prince Rupert, B.C.

Bas was one of a crew of four on the sole RCMP boat that covered 200 
miles of northern B.C. coast line from Prince Rupert, policing the remote 
inlets and bays, logging camps, fish canneries, and native reservations 
in particular. It was more a matter of showing the flag than feats of 
derring-do: “A chase by our boat at top speed would have meant going 
eight miles an hour,” Bas recalls. “We had about 150 sudden deaths in 
my time but not much excitement: the coroner then would write ‘heart 
attack’ if the person died on dry land, and if he died in the water the 
coroner would just write ‘drowned.’

From that sturdy sort of policing Bas was assigned to Ottawa in 
1958 to work in what was called identification services. It dealt with 
fingerprinting, counterfeiting, handwriting (whether fraudulent or 
legitimate), checking signatures and investigating ways of committing 
white-collar or commercial crime. That was then. It is so much more 
high-tech now.

The other part of their story, Helen, was there in that office “the first 
day this handsome Mountie arrived.”

Adventure Calls Again 
Helen was a sort of veteran within the RCMP, one of the first three 

women to be hired there as a civilian member in a specialized capacity. 
In fact, she was two decades ahead of the time when the RCMP began 
routinely hiring women in specialities or as officers, rather than solely 
as clerical staff. This was her second stint at the place.

An adventurer, the University of Toronto graduate dental nurse also 
responded to a newspaper ad by the RCMP, in the Globe and Mail, and 
in the early 1950s left her small home town of Milton to train in what 
was called the Crime Detection Laboratory here. This total change of 
direction, she says, “seemed like fun to do.”

On Their Own, Doing Fine
After a while, adventure called again and she left to work in London 

at the Abbey National Building Society (a home mortgages lender), and 
then to teach English to the 8- and 10-year-old daughters of a German 
princess, in Bavaria. “They soaked the language up like sponges,” she 
says now.

Helen, in turn, learned to speak German but soon “it was time to come 
home” and she returned to the RCMP. “It was a good move,” she says, 
“because shortly after that Bas came.”

Well, Bas came, saw and conquered, as it were, and after the 1959 
marriage they worked in the same offices until Helen left again, in 1961, 
to be at home for the two daughters who arrived. They bought their first 
home, on Featherston Drive, in 1964 and stayed in it for 54 years.

A Happy Home
“We were happy there,” Helen says. “We paid $17,300 for it and we 

thought we’d never pay it off.” The girls went to Featherston Public 
School and Canterbury High School, and the community was closely-
knit.

“We were all young families, with no homes behind us,” Helen recalls. 
“We all got to know one another; good neighbours. All of our children 
went to Featherston Public School and later Canterbury High School, 
or to McMaster, the French public school,” she says. “We would meet 
outdoors as we developed our yards from the beginning, and many of us 
were parishioners at Rideau Park United Church.”

There were other Mountie families in the area and Bas would car-pool 
to work. “Ottawa was and is a good place to live,” Bas says.

Time for Transition 
After 54 years living there, Helen and Bas left their four-bedroom, 

two-storey home for their one-bedroom apartment at the Rideau and 
Perley Veteran’s Health Centre. Bas moved there first, and Helen joined 
him after a long hospital stay.

“It’s been quite a transition for us, but we are comfortable here and 
happy to be here,” they agreed.

Helen and Bas Groeneweg in a family-taken photo last year

Bas and Helen Groeneweg
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In Practice
By Steven A. Neal, Lawyer

Divorce in the Twenty-First Century
Divorce and separation has long been an evolving and changing area. 

At one time, marriage was almost exclusively in the religious domain, 
but over time the secular state has taken over. There are divorce laws 
in various provinces dating from the mid-18th century. Ontario was 
one of the last provinces to introduce meaningful legislation in 1930. 
Ultimately these were unified in the federal Divorce Act in 1968. This 
law sowed the seeds of ‘no-fault’ divorce by allowing divorce where the 
spouses had been separated for three or more years.

In 1986 the law was updated, decreasing the separation period to one 
year and reducing restrictions as to the cause of the separation. This, 
our present system, is called ‘no-fault’ because the older laws required 
the spouses to argue and prove which of them had broken the ‘marital 
contract’, while the new law allows divorce without these arguments.

Though it is an evolving area, being a legal area divorce and separation 
laws are slow to evolve. Lawyers and law makers as a group tend to be 
hesitant to change established and proven methods. A case in point is 
the continued use of fax machines and certified cheques in the legal 
profession. They work, and only proven new methods could replace 
them. Anything less would be unacceptable to the profession, which is 
founded on duty to client and the justice.

This is not to say that change doesn’t happen. Innovative lawyers 
have pushed to find new solutions to use email in a secure way, send 
and receive electronic money transfers, and change the way people 
divorce. One of the major developments in divorce law in recent 
years is Collaborative Practice. In legal terms, recent means in the late 
1980s. At that time, lawyers in the U.S. such as Stu Webb and Curtis J. 
Romanowski started to use some of the core principles of what is today 
called Collaborative Practice.

In particular, Stu Webb is known to have introduced two key pillars 
of this approach: using neutral, third-party experts in addition to 
lawyers, and having the spouses sign what he called a “disqualification 
agreement.”

Today these are commonly referred to as “participation agreements”, 
but the core principle is the same.

The participation agreement states that if the process fails to resolve 
the issues facing the spouses, neither of the two lawyers who had 
represented them in the Collaborative process would be able to act for 
them going forward (if, for example, they went to court). This helps 
ensure that the parties and their lawyers are focused on solutions and not 
pre-positioning themselves for a court battle.

Use of  third-party experts is another important component of 
Collaborative Practice. The two most commonly-used experts  are a 
social worker and a financial professional. Both of these professions 
have complementary skill sets to those of lawyers. The social workers 
are adept at identifying and addressing the emotional needs of the 
spouses and their children, and the financial professionals are skilled at 
assessing and improving the financial picture for the separating spouses.

A common concern with this approach is increased cost. However, the 
intent is to efficiently use the resources available. What is truly costly is 
to ask one person – typically a lawyer – to be all things to all people. A 
lawyer cannot do the job of a social worker as well as a social worker 
can, and they certainly cannot do it at a lower cost. It is worth noting 
that this approach is so effective that it has been adopted – in modified 
form – by some divorce lawyers who still practice in the traditional 
court-based process.

The big picture, however, is that Collaborative Practice aims to provide 
a tailored solution for each circumstance where the people making the 
decisions are the people affected by the decisions. This is stark contrast 
to the court-based approach which leaves decisions to an independent 

It is the life of the crystal, 
the architect of the flake, 

the fire of the frost, the soul 
of the sunbeam. This crisp 

winter air is full of it. 
John Burroughs

party: the judge. Asking someone else to make life-changing decisions 
for you should be a last resort, while finding a way to address your own 
unique concerns in a cost-effective way is the obvious first choice.

Anyone seeking more information about Collaborative Practice 
is encouraged to visit the websites of the Ontario Collaborative Law 
Federation (at https://oclf.ca/) or Collaborative Practice Ottawa (at 
https://www.collaborativepracticeottawa.ca/en-home.html).
The above is legal information only and not legal advice. It should not 
be relied upon as if it were in any way.
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Your Finances
By Bob Jamieson, CFP

(Edward Jones, Member Canadian Investor Protection Fund
www.edwardjones.ca/bob-jamieson)

The Key to Consistent Investing? 
Paying Yourself First

Consistency is a key ingredient of success in many activities – 
including investing. And one technique that can help you become a 

more consistent investor is paying yourself first.
Many people have the best of intentions when it comes to investing. 

They know how important is it to put money away for long-term goals, 
especially the goal of a comfortable retirement. Yet they may only invest 
sporadically. Why? Because they wait until they’ve taken care of all the 
bills – mortgage, utilities, car payments and so on – before they feel 
comfortable enough to write a cheque for their investments. And by the 
time they reach that point, they might even decide there’s something 
more fun to do with what’s left of their money.

How can you avoid falling into this habit of intermittent investing? By 
paying yourself first. Each month, have your bank move money from 
your chequing or savings account into the investments of your choice. 
By taking this hassle-free approach, rather than counting on your ability 
to send a check, you can help ensure you actually do contribute to your 
investments, month after month.

By moving the money automatically, you probably won’t miss it, 
and, like most people who follow this technique, you will find ways to 
economize, as needed, to make up for whatever you’re investing.

You already may be doing something quite similar if you have a 
RRSP or other retirement plan at work. You choose a percentage of 
your earnings to go into your plan, and the money is taken out of your 
paycheque. (And if you’re fortunate, your employer will match some of 
your contributions, too.)

 But even if you do have a RRSP, you could also contribute to a 
Tax-Free Savings Account (TFSA) – which is a great vehicle for your 
pay-yourself-first strategy. You can now put in up to $6,000 per year to 
a TFSA, so, if you are able to “max out” for the year, you could simply 
divide that by 12 and have $500 moved from your savings or chequing 
account each month into your TFSA. Of course, you don’t have to put 
in the full $6,000 each year.

You might think such modest amounts won’t add up to a lot, but after 
a few years, you could be surprised at how much you’ve accumulated. 
Plus, you may not always be limited to contributing relatively small 
sums, because as your career advances, your earnings may increase 
significantly, allowing you to boost your RRSP or TFSA contributions 
continually.

In any case, here’s the key point: When you invest, it’s all right to 
start small – as long as you keep at it. And the best way to ensure you 
continue investing regularly is to pay yourself first. If you do it long 
enough, it will become routine – and it will be one habit you won’t want 
to break.

If you would like to discuss the different approaches, and investments 
which can be used, please give me a call at 613-526-3030. I would be 
pleased to review your financial situation, without obligation.
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Science and 
Technology
By Andrew Rader, Ph.D.
www.andrew-rader.com

Andrew is working as a Mission Integrator at 
SpaceX in California. He has experience on 

dozens of space missions.
The Sound of Space

In mid-December, we recorded 
sounds from another planet for 
the first time, when NASA’s 
InSight lander touched down on 
Mars with a microphone (you 
can listen to these sounds online 
if you google “InSight sounds of 
Mars”). The lander captured the 
low rumble of Martian breezes 
in the planet’s thin atmosphere 
(around 1% the density of 
Earth’s). The same sensors that 
recorded these sounds will soon 
be placed on the planet’s surface to measure vibrations that could be 
caused by seismic activity, looking to determine if Mars may still be 
volcanically active.

Sounds are caused by fluctuations in air pressure. When you speak, 
your vocal chords induce vibration in the air that travel outwards from 
your mouth. Sounds travel through air when waves of energy cause 
molecules to bump into each other and pass along the energy, reaching 
people across the room who detect the sounds with sensitive hairs in 
their ears that register the vibrations and transfer these signals to nerve 
endings that travel to your brain. But air is different on other planets. So 
what would things sound like on other planets, like Mars with thinner 
air, or maybe on Saturn’s moon Titan which has air thicker than Earth?

In the vacuum of space, sounds wouldn’t travel at all, although sounds 
could travel through solid objects like the metal structure of a spacecraft 
instead of through air. (The International Space Station is of course 
filled with air, so no problem with sounds traveling in its interior.) 
Although sounds don’t travel through space, scientists have simulated 
“sounds” from astronomical bodies, including radio waves from stars, 
planets like Saturn, and vibrations in the magnetic field of the Comet 
67P/ Churyumov-Gerasimenko, which the Rosetta spacecraft landed on 
in 2014.

Airless planets like Mercury have 
no atmosphere to transmit sound, but 
vibrations in the planet — Mercury- 
quakes, if you will — would be audible 
if a person pressed their ear to the 
planet’s surface (which is probably too 
hot or too cold, depending on whether 
you’re on a side facing the Sun or not). 
Sound should have no trouble passing 
through Jupiter’s atmosphere, and since 
Jupiter experiences massive storms and even lightning strikes, you 
might encounter a torrent of extreme thunder echoing through layers of 
Jovian clouds. 

The speed of sound waves depend on the air’s composition and density. 
On Venus, with extremely thick air hundreds of times the density of 
Earth air, the pitch of your voice would deepen because vocal cords 
would vibrate much more slowly in the thicker Venusian atmosphere. 
The same would be true on Saturn’s moon Titan, although to a lesser 
extent. Although please don’t try this—Venus is much too hot at over 
450 degrees Celsius, while Titan is a chilly -179 degrees). On Mars, 
in the thinner air, voices would sound higher pitched, but also fainter 
as they lose energy in the thin atmosphere. You’d probably sound like 
a smurf, but one shouting at a distance. We’ll have another chance to 
find out, with the Mars 2020 lander which is also planned to carry a 
microphone to the Red Planet.

InSight Lander on Mars (NASA Artist 
Impression)

Jennifer Larson, a resident on Pullen Avenue 
in Ottawa, is bringing a new twist on the 

little free library during the holiday season: 
a homemade outdoor library which fosters 
book exchanges and brings neighbourhoods 
together. 

Larson individually wrapped various 
genres of books for the community for a new 
tradition of little free library advent calendar. 
Each day from December 1st to December 
25th a new wrapped book was added to the 
library. 

“I saw a post online about an advent calendar of books to do within a 
family and since I love books so much, I thought it was a good idea to 
do for the little library and put in a little bit of magic,” said Larson. 

The Larsons built the free library as a family project four years ago. 
“My dad has some woodworking experience and I asked if he would help 
my daughter, Norah, earn one of her brownie badges for woodworking,” 
said Larson. The outside and inside walls of the library, painted in a 
vibrant yellow, are also covered with drawings by Larson’s daughters 
Abby, 9 and Norah, 12. The inside is painted with Abby and Norah’s 
version of their home. 

“There needed to be a way for books to leave the house as often as 
they enter it,” said Larson. As an avid reader, Larson admits that it is 

challenging to manage the number of books around the house. After 
donating and trading books among friends, the little free library was 
appealing to Larson. “Oftentimes there would be bags of books by the 
door waiting to be donated, and now all I have to do is walk down the 
driveway to put them in the library, even something I can do,” said 
Larson.

To capture the essence of Larson’s family library, it is written with 
this library it’s easier to hope for serendipity than to look for a precise 
answer. “I love quotes and you won’t always be able to find absolutely 
everything in a little free library so it’s all a matter of serendipity,” said 
Larson. 

Many people had concerns about vandalism of the little free library 
but the Larson family’s biggest problem was a wasp nest last summer. 
After clearing the nest, the little free library has been thriving within the 
Riverview neighbourhood. 

“I don’t feel like I’ve put in more than I’ve taken out of it, if I’m ready 
to let something go then I’m ready to let it go and I won’t worry too 
much about what someone will do with it,” said Larson. 

When Larson notices people looking at the library and looking through 
it, she tries to not disturb them and to give them their space. 

“For me it is such a good low key give back, it maintains itself and I 
think people really do enjoy it,” said Larson. 

Bringing a New Tradition to the Riverview Community 

Venus looks like a lovely vacation 
destination (NASA Artist Impression)

By Catherine Hansen, a second year journalism student at Concordia University in Montreal

Little Free Library in 
Riverview community in 
front of the Larson family 
residence filled with wrapped 
books for the community 
- Photo Credit: Catherine 
Hansen
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Alta Vista Public Library
The Alta Vista Library is located at 2516 Alta Vista Dr. For more 

information, please call 613-580-2424, ext. 30426. (Registration for 
all programs requires a valid OPL library card for each registrant.) 

Closed on January 1, 2019

ADULT PROGRAMS

Book Banter 
Share the enjoyment of good books in a relaxed atmosphere. Join us for 
discussions on the first Thursday of every month from 2 to 3 p.m. 
Thursday January 3  
Everything I Never Told You by Celeste Ng
Thursday, January 7
The Orenda by Joseph Boyden

Sleuth Hounds Mystery Book Club 
Share the enjoyment of good mysteries in a relaxed atmosphere. Join us 
for discussions on the third Thursday of every month 6:30 - 8:00 p.m.
Thursday, January 17   Ian Rankin
Thursday, February 21 TBD

Infusions littéraires 
Partagez avec nous le plaisir des livres dans une ambiance détendue. 
Joignez-vous à nous pour une discussion. De 14h00 à 15h00.
Le lundi 21 janvier 2019  
L’attentat de Yasmina Khadra 
Le lundi 11 février, 2019
Le quatrième mur de Sorj Chalandon

Conversation Groups

Groupe de conversation en français – débutant / French 
Conversation Group – beginner

Améliorez votre français parlé et rencontrez des gens dans une ambiance 
conviviale et décontractée. Aucune inscription requise. / Practice your 
French language conversation skills and meet new friends in a relaxed 
and friendly environment. No registration required.
Mondays 4:45 – 6:00 p.m. 
Les lundis de 16h45 à 18h. 

Groupe de conversation en français (intermédiaire) / French 
Conversation Group (intermediate)

Améliorez votre français parlé dans une ambiance décontractée. Ce 
groupe est de niveau intermédiaire. Aucune inscription requise.
Improve your spoken French in a relaxed setting. This group is for those 
at an intermediate level. No registration required. 
Tuesdays, 6:30 – 8:00 p.m. No group, January 1 or 8
Les mardis de 18h30 à 20h. Pas de groupe les 1 et 8 janvier.

English Conversation Groups 
Practice your English language conversation skills and meet new friends 
in a relaxed and friendly environment. No registration required. 
Mondays, 6:00 to 7:30 p.m. 
Tuesdays, 12:00 to 1:00 p.m. Closed January 1.

Other Adult Programs

One-on-One Computer Tutorials
Book a one-on-one tutorial to learn computer, email and Internet 
basics. Please visit the branch for more information or to schedule an 
appointment.

CRA Information Session for Seniors
Topics to include Benefit & credit entitlements (GST/HST, Canada Child 
Benefit, etc.) as well as Disability Tax Credit and Medical expenses. All 
are welcome.
Monday, January 21 at 2 p.m. Please register.

Health

Prenatal Classes - Ottawa Public Health 
Prenatal Class offered by Ottawa Public Health (OPH). A public health 
nurse will lead this mini-series of three small group sessions. Only one 
parent must register but both are welcome.
Session 1. Birth Basics-Confidence & Comfort.
Session 2: Breastfeeding Basics-Tips & Techniques.
Session 3: Baby Basics-Preparing for Parenthood.
Thursdays, January 3, 10, 24; 6:00- 8:00 p.m.
Saturdays, January 5, 12, 19; 10:15 a.m. -12:15 p.m.
Thursdays, February 7, 14, 28; 6:00- 8:00 p.m.
Saturdays, February 2, 9, 16; 10:15 a.m. -12:15 p.m.

Children’s Programs
Registration for all programs requires a valid OPL library card for each 

registrant. Registration for January to February 2019 children’s programs 
starts on January 2nd. The Alta Vista Library is located at 2516 Alta Vista 

Dr. For more information, please call 613-580-2424, ext. 30426. 
(Closed on February 18)

STORYTIMES / CONTES

Babytime
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies and a parent or caregiver. 0-18 
months. No registration required.

*Session 1
Mondays, January 7 to February 11, 10:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Family Storytime 
Stories, rhymes, and songs for all ages and a parent or caregiver. No 
registration required.

*Session 1
Tuesdays, January 8 to February 12, 10:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.

Toddlertime
Stories, rhymes and songs for babies and a parent or caregiver. 18 to 36 
months. No registration required.

*Session 1
Thursdays, January 10 to February 14, 10:30 a.m. to 11 a.m.

SPECIAL PROGRAMS

Lego Block Party
Create and build with Lego! Ages 6 to 12. No registration required. 
Wednesdays, January 2 to May 8, 3 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.

Reading Buddies 
This program aims to help children practice and improve their 
reading skills! Children will receive individualized reading help and 
encouragement. Ages 6 to 12. Registration required.

*Session 1
Saturdays, January 12, 19, 26 and February 9, 16, 23, 1 p.m. to 3:45 
p.m. (Each session lasts 30 minutes)

Housekeeping ain’t no joke. - Louisa May Alcott
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The Champlain LHIN’s 
focus on COPD services 

includes significant investments 
to expand lung health programs 
in the community and the recent 
implementation of a centralized 
intake process, which makes 
it easier for people in urban and rural communities to get enrolled in 
community lung health programs.

While this year alone has seen a 109 percent increase in referrals to 
the lung health programs, the investments also helped decrease rates 
of hospital readmissions and emergency room visits because COPD 
patients are given the tools they need to manage their conditions at 
home.

Leah Bartlett, LHIN Senior Integration Specialist; Christina 
Dolgowicz, Coordinator, Lanark Renfrew Community Lung Health 
Program; and Michelle Maynard, Manager, Ottawa Community Lung 
Health Program shared with Board members an update on recent 
efforts to improve outcomes for clients living with Chronic Obstructive 
Pulmonary Disease (also known as COPD), which includes emphysema 
and chronic bronchitis.

Statistics in our region show that COPD accounts for tens of thousands 
of visits to primary care providers, emergency department visits and 
hospitalizations each year.

The Champlain LHIN has played an ongoing and committed role to 
improving lung health in the region establishing the Champlain Lung 
Health Network to improve lung health resources for asthma and 
COPD patients. The Network includes patients, respiratory therapists, 
community providers and hospital providers from across the region to:

• Increase public awareness about lung disease
• Improve the diagnosis and treatment of lung disease
• Improve access to lung health services in rural and urban areas
• Reduce morbidity and mortality rates of lung disease, and improve 

patients’ quality of life.
Some of the Network’s important accomplishments to date include:

• Creating and publishing the Breathing Easier Guide for Asthma 
and COPD Patients in the Champlain Region, which outlines lung 
health services available for residents and health care providers in 
the Champlain LHIN

• Improving people’s access to lung health information by 
implementing the Lung Health Toolkit, an online resource

• Currently, there are 28 lung health sites serving the region, based 
out of three community health centres (Somerset West, North 
Lanark and Seaway Valley). There are four community pulmonary 
rehabilitation sites associated with the local programs, bringing 
evidence-based care closer to home. Overall, around 3,000 clients 
with COPD accessed the community lung health programs in the 
past year.

Clients are reporting:
• 70 percent decrease in hospital admissions
• 64 percent decrease in emergency department visits
• 48 percent decrease in primary care visits to manage COPD.

Going forward, the Champlain LHIN and Champlain Lung Health 
Network aim to continue their joint efforts, including promoting and 
expanding the centralized intake for lung health services, and improving 
patient transitions from hospital to home.

Champlain Local Health Integration Network (LHIN)
Lung Health Services Update

South-East Ottawa Community Health Centre (SEOCHC), located 
at 1355 Bank Street, Suite 600 is a non-profit organization that 

provides a range of services to clients, including primary health care, 
social services, home support and community development. We 
have professional teams of physicians, nurse practitioners, nurses, 
social workers, nutritionists, early childhood educators, counsellors, 
chiropodists and others. We offer programs and services for children, 
youth, seniors, adults and families, all at low or no cost. 
Did you know that…

• We offer fun and easy exercises for seniors that include chair and 
strength exercises and dance movements. Join us on Mondays, 
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 1:30 pm until 2:30 pm at 1355 Bank 
Street, 7th floor. For more information and to register call 613-737-
7195, extension 2323

• A lactation consultant and dietician offer support to mothers who 
breastfeed their infants every Monday and Thursday from noon until 
2:30 pm. Call 613-737-5115 extension 2327 for more information. 

• Parents can drop-in with their pre-school children and enjoy arts, 
crafts, circle time and more. The Play and Learn program is offered 
Monday to Friday from 9:30 am to 11:30 am at 1355 Bank Street, 
6th Floor. For more information, call 613-737-5115, extension 
2327.

The schedule of events program is available on our website and hard 
copies can be picked up at the Centre. The events program highlights 
the many programs and services offered at the Centre and at off-site 
locations, programs such as Diabetes Education, Counselling, parenting 
groups for newcomers, playgroups for young children, foot care and 
many more….. 
For more information, check out our web-site at www.seochc.on.ca 
or contact us at 613-737-5115. You can also follow-us on Twitter and 
Facebook. 
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Christmas, my child, is love in action. Every time was 
love, every time we give, it’s Christmas. Dale Evans
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Dr. Marc Ruel is a pioneer in the 
field of heart surgery, where 

he has distinguished himself as a 
top surgeon, researcher, educator, 
and administrator. Dr. Ruel is 
a professor in the University of 
Ottawa’s Department of Cellular 
and Molecular Medicine and 
in the Department of Surgery, 
where he is also the Head of the 
Division of Cardiac Surgery. He 
is the Michael Pitfield Chair in 
Cardiac Surgery and Chair in 
Cardiac Surgery Research, and 
the Surgical Director of the heart 
transplantation program at the University of Ottawa Heart Institute. 
He is also the President-Elect of the Canadian Cardiovascular Society, 
Canada’s most prestigious cardiovascular organization.

 Committed to seeking new, innovative and minimally-invasive ways 
in which to execute cardiac care, Dr. Ruel co-developed the world’s first 

A New Year Will Bring New Accomplishments
By Jim Watson, Mayor of Ottawa 

It is with a great sense of pride that I look back on the incredible 
accomplishments we’ve made over the last few years, and with 

enthusiasm I look ahead to the next four. In the last Term of Council, we 
saw the implementation of the Ottawa River Action Plan, the opening of 
the Innovation Centre at Bayview Yards, the opening of the new Ottawa 
Art Gallery, significant progress on Phase 1 of LRT, record investments 
in pedestrian and cycling infrastructure, and an incredible year 2017, 
during which we celebrated Canada’s 150th birthday. 

2019 promises to be an important and exciting year in our city as we 
see the beginning, continuation and completion of several major city-
building projects.

We begin the year with the tabling and adoption of the 2019 City of 
Ottawa Budget. I encourage all residents to get involved with the budget 
process and share their ideas on how we can make Ottawa an even more 
affordable and caring city, by emailing me at Jim.Watson@Ottawa.ca. 
You can also visit www.ottawa.ca/en/city-hall/budget/understanding-
your-city-budget for information on how your City Budget works.

The Confederation Line of our O-Train LRT System will be up and 
running later this year. The 12.5 km line boasts 12 beautiful stations – 
from Tunney’s Pasture in the west end to Blair in the east end – and with 
its 2.5 km underground tunnel downtown, LRT will significantly reduce 
congestion in the downtown core and change the way people move and 
travel in Ottawa.

Shortly after the historic launch of the Confederation Line, we will 
sign the contract and begin construction on Stage 2 of LRT. Stage 2 will 
bring light rail farther west to Algonquin College, Bayshore Shopping 
Centre, and Moodie Drive, farther east to Place d’Orléans and Trim 
Road, and farther south to Riverside South with a link to the Ottawa 
International Airport. We have also completed the Environmental 
Assessments to bring LRT to Kanata/Stittsville and have started the 
Environmental Assessment to bring LRT to Barrhaven in the third phase 
of LRT. 

In 2019, we will also make significant progress on the design of the 
new Ottawa Central Library.  The consortium of Diamond Schmitt 
Canada and KWC Architects has been chosen by the City as the preferred 
proponent to build the new joint Ottawa Public Library/Library and 
Archives Canada facility. This award-winning local Ottawa-based firm 
is behind many great projects, including the recently renovated National 
Arts Centre.

We will finish constructing the Combined Sewage Storage Tunnel, 
which is the key component of the Ottawa River Action Plan, a project 
that will protect our waterways for future generations by limiting 
pollutants from entering the Ottawa River. 

And this fall we will connect Old Ottawa South and Old Ottawa East 
with the Flora Footbridge, giving pedestrians and cyclists a new way to 
get to and from Main Street, the Glebe, Lansdowne Park and TD Place 
in a rapid, safe, and pleasant way. 

We have many busy months ahead of us, and I am eager to collaborate 
with my Council colleagues to ensure that we continue to move our city 
forward. Let’s get to work. 

series of minimally invasive cardiac surgical coronary artery bypass 
grafting operations, changing cardiac surgical practices worldwide. He 
is continually pushing the boundaries of surgical intervention, advancing 
care, research, and technical innovation in an effort to shorten patient 
recovery time and ensure better overall outcomes. Dr. Ruel shares his 
knowledge and expertise with his peers across Canada and internationally, 
widely involved in teaching advanced surgical techniques. He is the 
editor of a textbook about cardiac surgical techniques, and he has 
authored more than 300 peer-reviewed scientific publications and book 
chapters. He is devoted to improving the access, safety and efficiency of 
cardiovascular care delivery, for the greater overall benefit of Ottawans, 
Ontarians and Canadians.

 Dr. Ruel has received many awards. He was named UBC’s Alan 
Bernstein Distinguished Lecture, the first recipient of the University of 
Ottawa Robert Roberts Award, the University of Ottawa Alumnus of 
the Year, and Queen Elizabeth II’s Diamond Jubilee Medal recipient. 
He was awarded the Gold Medal in Surgery from the Royal College of 
Physicians and Surgeons of Canada, becoming the first Ottawa surgeon 
to ever win this award. (Congratulations Dr. Ruel, and thank you for 
your fine work…from VISTAS.)

Dr. Marc Ruel Inducted into the Order of Ottawa
Submitted by Livia Belcea, Press Secretary, Office of the Mayor

Mayor Jim Watson and Alta-Vista Ward 
Councillor, Jean Cloutier, induct Dr. Marc 
Ruel into the Order of Ottawa at a ceremony 
on November 22, 2018

Photo credit: City of Ottawa

LRT Tremblay Station
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Sing with Joy! Ottawa Brahms Choir welcomes new singers. All 
voices cordially invited at all voice levels to join us, especially tenors 
and basses. Sight reading and good pitch an asset. No auditions required. 
Great learning possibilities for new choir members. Friendly, warm 
atmosphere. Rehearsals for the new season start Monday, January 7 
from 7:00 p.m. to 9:30 p.m. in Parlour Room, of Southminster United 
Church at 155 Aylmer Avenue. Contact Sieglinde 819-568-8169; view 
new website https://ottawabrahmschoir.ca; and Ottawa Brahms Choir 
Facebook (new Web- and Facebook master Sandy Maguire).
Recruitment January, 2019: The University of Ottawa Choir will 
be resuming its activities in January for the winter semester. A limited 
number of places will be available for new members. Special invitation 
to Tenors and Basses. For more information: info@uottawachoir.ca 
and http://www.uottawachoir.ca. On March 21, the Choir will join the 
University of Ottawa Orchestra, Calixa Lavallée Ensemble, and Choral 
Ensemble to perform Felix Mendelssohn’s grand symphony-cantata 
(Lobgesang) as part of the School of Music’s 50th anniversary.
Come and join The Pacesetters Walking Club at Billing Bridge 
Shopping Mall. Do you want to do some walking after Christmas? Can’t 
beat indoors during the winter. Activities also include social gathering, 
knitting for charities, puzzles, library. Located in the basement of the 
Tower, northwest corner of the Mall. Low cost of $10 per year. Call 
613-521-6740 during open hours. 
50+ Fitness Group: Tuesdays and Thursdays, 9 -10 a.m., starting 
Jan. 8 at Rideau Park United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Dr. Please join 
us and get moving, strengthening, and stretching. All levels of fitness 
(male and female) are encouraged and supported by Faiza, our Certified 

Seniors’ Fitness Instructor (SFIC). The cost of the Winter Session is $60 
for 20 classes. Pay by cash or cheque. Drop-in fee $8. For more info, 
call the church office (Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. – 4 p.m.) 613-733-3156 x229.
Ottawa South Women’s Connection: Thursday, January 10, 9:30-
11:00 a.m. 3280 Leitrim Rd. (Fred Barrett) Elegant Strategies for Your 
Home by Nancy McPherson. Music: Sharon Baird. Linda Sprunt’s faith 
story: “Who I Was Created to Be”. Admission: $6 Info. 613 801-8758. 
Refreshments, door prizes, child care. RSVP ministries next event: Feb. 
14. Women connecting with God, each other, their community.
Gentle Yoga: Fridays, 9 – 10 a.m., from Jan. 11 to Mar. 8 at Rideau 
Park United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Dr. Yoga enhances any other 
exercise routine as well as stretching and strengthening. Certified Yoga 
Instructor, Lynda Spalding, will lead beginner to advanced (male and 
female) students through a gentle therapeutic flow class. Fees: 4 or 
more classes - $6/class. Drop-in fee $8. Chair Yoga is also offered on 
Fridays, 10:30 -11:30 a.m. from Jan. 11 to Mar. 8. For more info and 
fees, contact Lynda: 613-422-3565 or 4livingyoga@gmail.com.
The Master Piano Recital Series welcomes Claire Huangci, first prize 
winner of the 2018 Geza Anda Competition, at Southminster United 
Church, on Friday, January 18 at 7:30 p.m. Chopin  24 preludes Op. 28; 
Rachmaninov| Preludes Op. 2 No. 3; Op. 23 Nos. 1–7; Op. 32 Nos. 12 
& 13
This young pianist has succeeded in establishing herself as a highly-
respected artist, captivating audiences worldwide with her “radiant 
virtuosity, artistic sensitivity, keen interactive and subtle auditory 
dramaturgy” (Salzburger Nachrichten). Tickets are $25 for adults, 
$15 for students, and $45 for premium seating (first five rows) and are 
on sale through www.eventbrite.ca (search “Claire Huangci”). Doors 
open at 6:30 p.m. Southminster United Church is located at 15 
Aylmer Avenue, at Bank Street and the Rideau Canal. The building 
is wheelchair accessible and serviced by OCTranspo routes 6 and 7. 
(Presented by UPBEAT! PRODUCTIONS)
Alpha Dinner and Film Experience – Tuesday evenings starting 
January 22. Check-in 6:28 p.m. Register via www.stmarysottawa.ca/
alpha, email: alpha@stmarysottawa.ca or leave a message at 613-728-
9811 x 701. St. Mary’s Parish Hall, 100 Young Street. Access via parking 
lot. Alpha is free, the experience priceless! A Come and See information 
night will be held January 15 at 7:15 p.m. for those who want to know 
more before registering. Refreshments will be served.
“I Have A Dream” Service Sun. Jan. 27 -OR- Sun. Feb. 3, 10 a.m. 
Rideau Park United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Dr. Mohammed Adam, 
Ottawa Citizen columnist, will speak at this service. Everyone is invited. 
For more information, call 613-733-3156 x229 (Mon. - Fri. 9 a.m. -4 
p.m.).
The Harmony Club for Seniors 60+ will meet on Wed. Jan. 30. at 
Rideau Park United Church, 2203 Alta Vista Dr. From 1 – 2 p.m., 
enjoy a presentation by Alta Vista author, Sue Taylor-Davidson on 
her debut novel, “To Pluck A Crow: The Hands Behind Shakespeare’s 
Pen.” All seniors are welcome. This club is run by volunteers. For more 
information, call 613-733-3156 x229 (Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. – 4 p.m.).
Come and join THE PACESETTERS WALKING CLUB at Billing 
Bridge  Shopping Mall. Do you want to do some walking after Christmas 
? Can’t beat indoors during the winter.  Activities also include social 
gathering, knitting for charities, puzzles, library. Located in the basement 
of the Tower, northwest corner of the Mall. Low cost of $10 per year. 
Call 613-521-6740 during open hours.

C O M M U N I T Y  E V E N T S
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C L A S S I F I E D  A D S
BRENNAN BROTHERS LTD. Finish basements, bathrooms, 
kitchens, drywall, painting, all flooring, all roofing, repairs, doors and 
windows, decks, build houses. We do stipple ceilings and repair them. 
10% Winter discount. Free estimates, guaranteed workmanship 613-
733-6336.
CLEANING – MATURE EUROPEAN LADY willing to clean your 
home. Excellent references. Police check. Please call 613-249-8445.
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, carpentry, drywall, electric repair. 
Kitchen, bathroom, renovation, tile work. Excellent references. Police 
check. No HST. Please call Peter at 613-797-9905 or 613-249-8445.
HANDYMAN DAN – $25 Hourly rate. Please call 613-501-7761 or 
e-mail handyman-dan77@yahoo.com.
JAMIE NININGER Alta Vista native. Painting, (interior/ exterior) 
plumbing, decks, patios, flooring (ceramic, wood, laminate) playrooms, 
vanities, faucets, countertops, etc. Call 613-852-8511 or 613-733-1951.
SNOWBLOWER / LAWNMOWER TUNEUPS/REPAIRS. Mobile 
service; we come to you.  Lawnmower tune-up $79.95. Tune-up for 
snowblower $94.95 plus parts, tax and $20 service charge. City-wide 
service. 613-747-2281.
PAINTING, 20 years’ experience. All types of plastering, painting 
interior/exterior residential and commercial, free estimates. We do 
stipple ceilings and repair them. 15% Winter discount. 2 year warranty 
on workmanship. 613-733-6336.
RELIABLE CLEANING LADY available weekly or bi-weekly. I 
have a police check and local refer-ences. 15 years’ experience with 
own supplies. Good with pets. Call Kathy for info at 613-302-1699.

WINTER WONDERLAND - CRYPTOFAMILY

This puzzle is a direct letter for letter substitution. 
Figure out what letter is substituted for “e” 
and work from there to solve this list of words 
having to do with the holidays.

1. G K N K P P V Z

2. A M V B L A

3. Q V O M L B

4. A M F   Y F W W

5. O K W G   B K A L

6. N W F H H V D U

7. O V Z V W

8. Y K O M L E

9. O J D W F Z P

10. Y K B   O Y K O K W V B L

My idea of good company is the company of clever, well-informed people who had a great deal of 
conversation; that is what I call good company. - Jane Austen

We live in 
a society 

exquisitely 
dependent on 
science and 

technology, in 
which hardly 
anyone knows 
anything about 

science and 
technology - 
Carl Sagan
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